Newsletter - Summer Term 6 Week 4

Message from the Headteacher
Dear Parents and Carers
We had some really good news this week when we learnt the Trust have been successful in
securing us a significant grant to replace the primary roof, quad doors and windows and put
LED lighting in the ceiling. This will give us a much needed watertight roof as the existing
one has some damage and it will also make the building more ecologically efficient. Work will
be scheduled in phases to cause the least amount of disruption to the site.
All parents and carers of students moving to secondary, or those leaving the secondary site, should by now
have received their invitation to the celebration assembly on 16th July. Please let reception know if you have
not.
You will have a letter at the start of next week confirming which class your son or daughter is in next year, and
which teacher they will have. We will also send out transition books for any students moving class, or having a
new teacher, before the summer.
In addition to this newsletter, you will receive a hard copy of the Gallery Newsletter today with news from all
the schools and the Trust.
Have a fantastic weekend.
Best wishes
Lucy

Green Class
Since we last spoke, Green Class have been super busy completing and starting
new projects. We finally got to finish our fire engine, and have enjoyed using it for
role play. This term we have particularly enjoyed our weekly Library visits, going in
small groups to listen to a chosen story. Our cooking sessions have gone from
strength to strength and we are now masters at sandwich making. We have even
made our own ‘Spider Sandwiches’ in honour of our story of the week by Claire
Freeman and Sue Hendra. For our sandwiches, we used bread, butter and jam for
the filling, pretzel sticks for the legs and chose between chocolate chips or raisins for
the eyes. When the sun has been out, we have taken every chance to soak it up;
playing on the swings and climbing frame, riding tricycles and taking turns on
outdoor games. If we don’t get to speak again before the summer holidays, we hope
you have a wonderful summer and we will see you in the new academic year.

Copper Class
We have had a very football-themed week in class, celebrating all things Euro
2020. We have made bunting, played table football, airpower football and of
course had a kick about outside. We have been busy filming for our assembly
tomorrow, looking at respect in football. We have also been following the England
games and recording the results and have had a go at creating some football
poetry. Have a great weekend.

